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Introduction

The focus on economic growth in the discourse about India today hides the story of
growing inequality and the virtual abandonment of the poor to the mercy of private
enterprise by the state. While poverty continues to be an issue that confronts the
large majority of the world’s population, the story of India is a little different because
of all emerging economies, as the largest number of high net worth individuals come
from this country.
Significant achievements exist on the welfare and good governance front. The
passing of the Right to Information Act, the National Rural Employment Guarantee
Act, the Right to Education Act are all victories emerging from sustained campaigns
by individuals, activists, groups in civil society, movements and supported by
progressive elements in the political field. However the gains made by progressive
legislation become meaningful only if there is a growing assertion of people from
the margins. An assertion that is deliberate and emerging from a heightened
understanding of the possibilities that exist in current contexts, rather than
succumbing to populist slogans raised by others for their own reasons.
In the specific context of the scenario brought about by the passing of the Right to
Education Act there is great need to make sure that the space gained by the
pedagogical approach embodied in the National Curriculum Framework 2005 and
the attempt to provide universal access to education in the 25% reservation for
economically weaker sections is followed up and grounded in practice that
empowers the children on the margins. We are in a situation where there is both
access to education and the keen desire of the urban labouring poor to educate their
children. The challenge is to make the education experience truly empowering to the
children and the community of urban working class localities.
The work of Ankur is situated within this context. Ankur reaches out to the
communities in six working class settlements majorly through its programs for
children and youth of different ages and gender. Ankur situates its intervention in
education and pedagogical practice that encourages children and youth to draw
learning resources from their lived experience, from the locality/city and the wider
world of books.
Ankur starts its everyday journey with its commitment to listen. The practice of
listening to one and another blurs the line between learner and teacher. The practice
of listening thus democratizes spaces. Listening also leads to learning, a shared
resource absorbed by listening becomes our own. Listening-Learning is a journey of
self-learning.
A phrase that sums up Ankur’s practice thus is: “Learning to listen and Listening to
Learn.”
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1. Children’s Program
Children in different collectives were involved in sustained practices of listening,
speaking, reading and writing. They imbibed the habit of drawing strength from their
immediate context, which includes people and the neighbourhood. They were able
to gain quiet confidence and emerged from the shadow of the discourse of lack that
is usually imposed upon them. This confidence enabled them to build a creative
imagination that helped them to connect their realities with possibilities and
alternatives.

LEARNING COLLECTIVE
Age Group

Number of
Collectives

Children in
Collectives

Outreach

6 to 10 years

20

500

1000

The assumption, with which the design of pedagogical interventions in the learning
collectives is based, is that children in the age group of 6 to 10 years, already have a
storehouse of experiences, memories, thoughts and fantasies. Facilitators strive to
help the children build paths that connect these with the world of books and writing,
and with the lives they live. The activities of the learning collective extend into the
locality, involving other children and the community as a whole.
Telling their stories
The facilitator led listening practices through examples. Conversations amongst
children were initiated through free-flowing questions that allowed each to respond
in her/his own way. While children were encouraged to speak and share it was not
forced on them. Those who were new to the group were welcome to listen to others
and contribute only when they felt like. Children had the right to stay silent.
Eventually all of them chose to speak.
The asking of open questions is an ongoing practice as it allows children to excavate
numerous meanings from a single theme. One question can elicit many responses
from a single group. Some of the open questions included:
>

Do you remember instances of excuses you have made?

>

How would different people like a vendor, a thief, a watchman, an ATM guard,
a rickshaw puller sleeping in his rickshaw, look at the night?

>

What all is picked and secured when a dust storm comes?

>

Who judges when you fight with your peers?

A large structure of a mobile phone was created and children were encouraged to
place their faces in the space of the screen which created an exciting atmosphere of
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telling of and listening to stories. The frame of the TV screen was made with butter
paper on the front, so that only the shadow of the speaker could be seen and not
directly the speaker herself. Children then became invisible performers telling stories,
jokes, poems and songs.
A mobile stage–an open yet half-way curtained cubicle, was designed to create a
space for children to share snippets from everyday life and the stories they had heard.
In several places they became ‘shadow plays’ with the speaker behind the thin curtain
and a bulb in between. The ‘silhouette’ could talk and sing without inhibitions, as they
did not see the audience. It heightened children’s curiosity and participation. Such
experimentation changes the rhythm of the centre and prevents it from becoming
static.
Reading and writing
Children were encouraged to read and report what they read from the
neighbourhood. This included signboards, bus routes, advertisement posters, wall
writing and graffiti. The availability of print and the written word in the locality was
drawn upon to help children build a relationship with the world of text and reading.
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There is a small library in each learning collectives. Children were encouraged to pick
books of their choice – by theme, size or look. The prescribed textbooks were read
and themes from the textbook drawn out in related readings. Children who were in
the pre-reading stages also picked up books and mimicked the actions of readers
who had more experience.
Children explored different styles of reading – reading loudly or in a whisper; reading
in a group or silently; reading sequentially, reading flat or with emotions; reading as
a live commentary; reading without interruption. Children chose the reading site in
relation to the text being read. They read out aloud into a mobile phone that recorded
the reading, which was then played back to all. Reading then became a game, in
which everybody explored how the meaning changed with the manner in which a
text was read and listened to. Discussions on texts being read were held to explore
the different meanings each reader/listener derived from the text.
To create an environment of writing, children were encouraged to draw word maps,
linking a given word with other words and drawing out themes. They picked words
and pictures from a story and wrote a few lines on them.
Intrinsic to the learning collective practice, is exploring the possibilities of writing by
connecting the language textbooks with experiences of children. They were
encouraged to rewrite stories placing themselves in the narrative and to move the
narrative forward beyond where the story they knew stopped. They also recreated
some of the stories and brought out new versions. Characters of stories were
identified with people found in the locality and they were interviewed. The stories of
the real people were seen against the narratives in books.
Children enacted characters out of a story like ‘Chawal ki roti’ (Chappatis of rice). They
wrote about different things made out of rice and what they like to eat, what increases
their appetite. While doing the chapter ‘Chand ki Sair’ (Journey to the moon) they
went on various imaginative tours to the moon and wrote about them.
Through the lesson ‘Chitthi ki sair’ (the journey of a letter), a letter-box in the lane
attracted their attention. Someone shared ‘when my grandfather sends letter from
the village, it comes through this.’ Another child added that then the letter must be
undertaking a long journey. They wrote letters to each other and put them in a box
to be picked up by the friend next day. They wrote letters to their relatives in the
villages sharing what was memorable for them during their visit to the village.
In one of the practices, groups of learners went out to note down words in their
vicinity. They copied words from signboards, shops, walls, backs of rickshaws, autos
etc. This sight attracted curious onlookers. New words and statements that they may
have missed out on were added.
In addition to intensifying practices of reading, writing and observing, observing the
neighbourhood helped enhance their vocabulary and power to establish
interconnectedness. For instance, the word ‘shop’ led to naming and categorizing
different shops like shop of medicines, provisions, tent wallah, doctor etc. They
noticed the different purposes served by these shops, the things sold and the services
offered. In a tent-shop, they paid attention to the different objects like rugs, utensils,
chairs etc. lent by the shop for parties, feasts and other occasions. A word like ‘feast’
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led to a listing of several other words associated with it like names of different dishes,
different occasions for having a feast such as birthdays and weddings. Each one had
memories related to the feast they had attended.
In another activity, they were asked to share something in relation to the words or
phrases that they may have read around them. Roopali shared, ‘’Some days back a
room was vacated in our house, so my father took the cardboard cover of an old
exercise book of mine and wrote on it ‘a room is available for rent’ and pasted it
outside our house. However, the very next day our relatives came to stay with us for
a few days and the room had to be used for their stay. So, my father quickly removed
the announcement. ’’ Sapna said, ‘’I had read the word ‘cycle’ in a cycle puncture shop.
I like watching people cycling on the road. I often stand on the roof of our house and
watch this. Once I insisted and tried to ride my father’s bicycle. But my feet could not
reach the paddle. I am waiting to grow up. ‘’
Another interesting activity was observing and writing about the expressions on the
faces of people around them. Sunil wrote, ‘I noticed the serious look on the face of
the uncle selling eggs. May be the sale was poor, or maybe he was worried how to
store the eggs.’ Shared Chandini, ‘The rickshaw-person was looking relieved, may be
because the days’ work was done and he had earned a decent amount.’
Children wrote about their journeys to various places in the city such as the Science
museum, Bal Bhawan, Dolls’ museum, India Gate, Mughal Gardens, Jantar Mantar,
Sacred Heart Cathedral, Gurdwara Bangla Saheb etc.
After watching films such as Chillar party and Stanley ka dibba, they wrote texts
around the film situations connecting their experiences with it.
Neighborhood as resource and audience
The context of children was activated both as a resource and the first audience to
allow children to draw from the locality and give back to the community.
They were taken to factories in the locality where it was explained to them as to how
things were made. Interactions were organized with tailors, doctors, computer
repairers, beauty parlour attendants, kabadiwalas (junk recyclers) so that they could
understand different types of professions and skills. Facilitators introduced more
stories from the localities to children by bringing in objects associated with specific
professions – a brush used for white washing, the wire mesh used to carry glasses of
tea, a screwdriver, the broom used by sweepers etc.
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Different houses were asked to host gatherings of the children, where the children
listened to the hosts’ stories.
Children visited places that they had not been to in their locality, and the interacted
with the people there.
Sound booth was setup to share stories with the community. This activity involved
about 100 other children of the locality.
There were 15 sessions in which 30 grandmothers from the localities were invited to
tell stories to the children. They were of course delighted to do so. Children intently
listened to the stories. The stories were then captured in words and pictures and
displayed in the centre.
There were 40 parents’ meetings, in which about 250 -300 parents participated. Some
of the themes in these meetings were – creative works of children, changes observed
in them by the facilitator and the parents, pedagogical practices of the learning
collective.
About 30 sites in the different localities were chosen by the children to create reading
corners that reached out to about 600 children and 300 adults. Some of the sites were
chulah (hearth) of someone’s house, STD booth, tea shop, vegetable cart, platform
under a tree where people play cards. These spaces are rarely empty; there are always
people around it. A variety of storybooks were displayed at the site. The idea was to
connect with new readers, and offer people some moments with books, in their busy
schedule. Each reading corner was kept active at-least for a month to build sustained
environment interactions.
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Events around special days became occasions to communicate with the community
around themes related to children.
On the occasion of Independence Day (15th August) a workshop was held on the
theme of ‘freedom’. The children discussed what freedom meant to them. They
expressed their thoughts on the kites that they had made, of different sizes and colors.
Then they went to the park for a kite flying session. For many children, particularly
girls it was their first time to fly a kite.
How did it feel to fly a kite?
When I was flying the kite, my friend Meenu was also with me, and there were other
children too. My younger brother was insisting that i give the kite to him. I was in no
mood to do that. Just then my mother called out for me, and i had to go, handing
him my kite. When my mother left home, i went back to fly my kite, I was enjoying
myself.
… Shobha
Whenever, I would see the hand of by brother flying a kite my heart would yearn for
doing so. But my brother would not let me do so. At last, I got a chance to fly a kite.
Since I had never done so before, it felt a little strange in the beginning but later on
it was okay. While, I was flying my kite, a boy came and took my kite away. I ran after
him, but he had gone. Then I took another kite and started all over again...
… Sadiya

On Literacy day (8th Sept.) a large meeting was held in the community to discuss
about the importance of education. The focus was on the realization of the Right to
Education (RTE) by ensuring that all young children in the by-lanes of their blocks
were in school and were not being deprived of schooling on account of work. We
also shared how the work of the learning collective contributes to the realisation of
this right, by strengthening the reading writing skills of children and developing their
personalities, so that they can participate in the school as confident young learners.
On Child rights day (20th November), a week long campaign was undertaken in the
community to create awareness about the rights of children. Before the children
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ventured into the community they discussed about the rights mentioned in the Child
Rights Convention. As the children took out their rally people tried to read the
placards that they were carrying and carefully listened to the slogans.
There were 30 events to celebrate the different festivals in which about 150 children,
apart from the members of the learning collective, also participated. These events
are an opportunity to build amongst children an appreciation of diversity in their
social milieu.

CLUB
Age Group

Number of
Collectives

Children in
Collectives

Outreach

10 to 14 years

6

150

300

The club successfully faced the challenge of carrying the old while simultaneously
welcoming the new members. Open conversations were held on questions such as:
How could the club as a space connect with new as well as old members? What can
we do together in the club? Where all can we practice? The questions, expectations
and aspirations of the new and old members kept impacting the interactions at the
club. Together, all members of the club kept alive the process of defining the club as
a space that was characterized more from what it is than by what it was. Through the
different activities of the club, the practitioners interacted with about 3000 people
in their neighbourhoods.
Children who could not come to the club regularly were given diaries and asked to
write texts whenever they felt like. They were met with once in two months to share
their texts and give suggestions for further writing.
Enhancing writing
A 15-day workshop was held during summer vacations as a platform where both new
as well as old practitioners, came together to tell their stories, to engage in writing,
to exchange ideas and deepen their thinking. They absorbed new ways of expression
from each other. They would play with words and lines, connecting-disconnecting
them, and rewrite their texts. Then they would tally the two drafts to see the
refinement of their text in the midst of this process. The idea was to search for new
sources of writing, which sometimes excite, sometimes challenge our minds. In this
process their writing acquires a new complexion and dimension and its scope gets
expanded.
As a second phase a writing workshop was held for those members of the club who
have been in writing practice for a few years now, to take into account the
momentum of their writing and to create a production out of their writings. They
listened to each others’ texts to find words to further deepen their writing. Giving a
title to their texts involved churning and deliberating upon texts to locate lines that
expressed the essence of the piece.
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A renowned critic of Hindi literature and short story writer in Hindi interacted with
the writers and gave detailed feedback to each author on their individual works.
Writing locality and city
Writing locality practices continued to cover 10-12 major themes, like the following:
The rhythm of life changes at night, when social life of the locality becomes active as
people return from work. The stories of night included – family time at night, festivals
at night, love stories blossoming in the dark, policemen patrolling at night, ‘machines’
(thieves) operating at night, lonely roads, the silence of night.
Walls make a home but also divide it, they can be used to connect and facilitate
exchange amongst homes. Lot of time is given to decide how each wall will be used.
Stories around walls were collected from the neighborhood.
There are many in the community who are film buffs. Watching films and discussing
films is an integral part of social life in a neighborhood. The practitioners spoke to
many people in the locality through points such as – the kind of films that appeal to
them (comedy, romantic etc.), a film they remember, a scene that struck a chord.
In a conversation the importance of characters was talked about. From this
conversation came the project of speaking with notable characters in the locality and
writing about them.
There are individuals in the neighborhood who are artists and who search for space
and opportunity to express and evolve their art. Practitioners identified people who
make cartoons, craft pieces, paintings, etc. Some of them have sent their works in
competitions on television, at school. It being festival time many people were
painting their homes, photos taken of the decorations, so that they could be
displayed in the art gallery, others showed interest. What comes to their mind when
they think of the word art? – Imagination, skill, thought, design, interest, effort, joy,
time, desire, etc. People showed keenness to share their art works and experiences
through the art gallery in the locality.
So far their explorations had concentrated on life in family, school and
neighbourhood, now they shifted gears by focusing on the city to find new contexts
of writing. They pursued their practice of writing by visiting new locales in the city,
like Rakab Ganj Gurudwara, India Gate, Jantar Mantar, Red Fort, Safdarjung Tomb,
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Dilshad Garden, Dilli Haat, Mall. They discussed about the occasions when they go to
different parts of the city –to shop, to get medical treatment, to seek jobs, to meet
relatives, to attend weddings, to see historical places, to visit religious sites, to study
or receive trainings, to have a family outing. What are the words they associate with
the city? - crowd, strangers, new faces, sounds, red lights, roads, rules, facilities, traffic,
different languages, routines. They decided to see the city from close quarters. They
visited some well-known places in the city and wrote about them in newer ways –
the spaces they saw, the visitors they met, the prying eye of cctv cameras etc.
Till date whatever journeys we have undertaken have been under supervision of
family members. But in this journey we were not constrained by dos and don’ts of
adults, but visited new places with curiosity and a sense of freedom.
The bustling roads we travelled and the places we visited excited us. In this journey
we encountered many new faces, people working in jobs, those moving out for some
personal work, or those who were attracted to us by listening to our conversations.
They were curious – where are we going, why are we going, and what school were
we from. We replied saying that we were in search of a new place to write about.
They would then read our diaries, give a few suggestions. Someone gave a pat on
the back, someone gifted a pen, someone smiled in appreciation and someone felt
that we were headed in the right direction. Some of them would give us their contact
details with the promise to be in touch.
We had conversations with a bus driver, a conductor, foreign tourists, people from
other towns who had come to study or pursue a professional course in the city. A
police inspector shared that he had been writing since a long time but never found
a space or a person to share it with, and asked to call him. In response to their
question about how this was benefitting us, we shared about the improvement in
our studies, the expansion in our thinking and the changes in our personalities. Some
people photographed us while we were writing, saying that they shall share this new
style of writing with their friends and colleagues.

The practitioners set up portrait photo gallery and studio at the centre itself. They
spoke to people about where to get themselves photographed, what do they use or
like to have as a background? A wooden frame was brought from a kabadiwala and
placed like an entrance gate to the studio. Someone from the community gave an
old cane sofa that could be used in the photo studio. Those with an interest in
painting took it upon themselves to paint it. Then people were invited to the studio.
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‘Aiye Aap Bhee Photo Kichwayein’ (Come get yourself clicked), where they also shared
their experiences at other photo studios. Pieces related to photographs and
memories related to them were shared with the visitors.
Creating generative spaces in locality
The club activated about 35 spaces such as nooks and corners of gullies, the parks,
homes, terraces, school grounds, road sides, marketplaces, vehicle in disrepair and
parked in the locality, bus-stands, vacant spaces in flats, chokes –for conversations
with people.
In one of the neighbourhood parks a corner was converted into a temporary room
by putting up a shamiana (tent). Participants were invited to share an experience,
incident or news. As someone shared, a practitioner wrote down what was being said
and would pass the written text to another narrator to extend the piece further and
evolve a text out of it. The writer and the narrator were free to recreate the story by
adding new dimensions, characters, sounds. Every week texts, images and quotations
were selected, printed and put up in the exhibition in the community to gauge
people’s reactions.
The gumti is a khokha or a stall. It was used as a stage or studio. The practitioners
read out texts on about 16 themes written by them. They decided the timings, the
theme and the decorations for each session and divided the responsibilities amongst
themselves for the session each day. They reviewed their previous writings and
selected the pieces to be read. In all the practitioners the session Khel aur khiladi
(games and sportsmen), the speakers presented texts that showed how games are
fun for some, a serious interest for others and a profession for a few. They read some
pieces based on their interactions with the sports persons of the locality. In ‘Ghumte
karigar’, they read pieces on lives of artisans who move from area to area offering
services. ‘Jagahein Aas Pas’. In the session ‘Kitaben Kuch Kehna Chahti Hain’ (the books
want to say something), several stories, poems or pieces from books were introduced
to the community and became the starting point for lively discussions. Some other
sessions were on skills specific to the locality, ‘Sounds’ and ‘Noises’ around us. Since
the gumti activity was an evening activity, it brought a change in time schedule of
practitioners. They accordingly adjusted the time of study and of contributing to work
at home.
The audience marveled at their thoughts and writings, the way they spoke and on
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the mike. In all about 600 people including 350 children, heard some of these stories.
Some felt that the gumti was a new concept and it livened the atmosphere, and they
waited in anticipation of something new to listen to every evening. Other children
showed keenness to speak on the mike. People did not park vehicles near the gumti,
as they usually do. The gumti was kept unlocked and taken care of by the neighboring
residents. The committee of the adjacent temple offered electricity for the gumti.
Some people offered water and snacks to the readers.
Unheard voices from the social margins are often dismissed as noise. While we strive
for a better world that gives a space to all voices, we need to also empower people
from the margin to project their voice above the noise and make themselves heard.
The members of the club are projecting their voice through their writings. Writings
of the Club are regularly being uploaded in the following blogs
http://khichripurtalkies.blogspot.com, http://dakshinpuridiaries.blogspot.in.
Delhi’s premier magazine The First City features writings from the Club in a column
entitled “Galiyon Se/Delhi’s Bylanes”. In June 2012 First City did a cover feature on
young authors. The series of writing workshops was designed to help all writers to
improve their writing with the benefit of peer interaction and inputs from seasoned
authors and critiques.
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LIBRARY
Age Group

Number of
Collectives

Children in
Collectives

Outreach

10 to 14 years

6

150

300

Reading and writing practices matured in the library and also extended themselves
outside the centre to the locality and spaces beyond, attracting more people to the
world of books and reading.
A collective of readers and writers
Practitioners, as engaged readers, when reading looked for sources that fuel their
writings. They broadened their understanding of how language can be used by
increasing their store of words, episodes, lines from the texts they read, that fascinate
them. By relating what they read to their own lives and imagination they recreated
contexts and meanings.
The practitioners at the library enhanced their critical approach to reading by
embracing the concept of “detective reader.” They collectively read around 50 books
with the intensity of a detective to identify the ways in which the authors built
momentum, sketched out characters and created word pictures and images. This
practice has helped them move beyond a critical approach to that of appreciation
and strengthened their own creative processes as writers.
Reports, articles, editorials, book reviews and stories published in the newspaper
provided leads for discussion on life in their neighborhood – the everyday life, the
changes taking place, issues and concerns, episodes and incidents, and the
personalities around them.
Some of the creative works of the library practitioners during the last year included
– ‘Pachaas Rupaye Nahin Paanch…’- a picture-story book by Rekha, ‘Savda Ghevra Ki
Kahaniyaan’- a compendium of stories written by different practitioners, ‘Bus Number
949’ – a photo-essay by Mohan Kumar and ‘Anubhavi Shaks’ – a photo-series by Saif
Ali.
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Evolving public spaces for reading and contemplation
The members read the books in various modes and places – sometimes individually,
sometimes in pairs and at other times in the whole group. Reading within the group
is a central practice of the library. When something is read, listened to, discussed and
written about within a collective, it opens to new passages of thought.
They read in the gully, at someone’s terrace and the neighborhood park, drawing
curious onlookers, who entered into discussions on what was being read. These were
ways to stimulate an atmosphere of reading in the hustle-bustle of everyday life in
the community.
Another experiment was conducted to connect with the thinking of people. A huge
board was placed on the wall of a park, inviting people to share their questions, ideas,
thoughts, and creative expressions such as poems or stories. Very soon, the board
was replete with expressions from people showing their eagerness to share.
The practitioners evolved activities to enter the public domain in the community.
They reached out to children of different age-groups, neighbours in their lanes, bus
passengers, and customers at a tea shop or a barber shop.
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For three weeks, the practitioners gathered at the bus stand with a mobile rack of
books and diaries in their hands. Those waiting for the bus or returning from the city
would gather around them, listen to their texts or browse through the materials
displayed. After several such sessions at the bus-stand, the practitioners decided to
conduct a reading session during the bus journey from Sawda Ghevra to Sunder
Nagari, on route number 849. Someone from the group book, calling the attention
of the passengers, began reading out a piece from one of the books. He then
announced that people were free to pick up a book of their choice for reading during
the journey. As the bus travelled from Sawda Ghevra to Sunder Nagari, the
passengers could be seen browsing through or reading books in small groups or
individually. They found a new way to cover the long distance.
Facilitator, library
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2. Youth Programs

YOUNG WOMEN’S COLLECTIVE
Age Group

Number of
Collectives

Young Women in
Collectives

Outreach

14 to 24 years

4

120

240

The aim of this intervention is to broaden the range of possibilities open to its
members. This is attempted in two ways. Firstly, by encouraging participants to
engage in self-reflective practice and secondly, by providing skills to explore possible
professions.
Exploring work avenues
The practitioners deepened their exploration of the young women of their locality
engaged in different kinds of work. They felt that this could help them to learn about
possible avenues available to them in future. They had further interactions with young
women working in call centres, factories, clinics, beauty parlors, shops, bus terminals,
offices, NGOs, and events. These women work as beauticians, office assistants, tutors,
facilitators, announcers, field investigators, sales girls, attendants -nurses, computer
operators, and factory workers.
They discovered that each of the work contexts has a specific character to which the
entrant adapts. The role that one plays in a given context has many shades and work
life is interspersed with interesting moments. The practitioners went deeper into
these dimensions to see the situations they encounter. For example, Lalita who works
with spastic children, who are ‘different’ from other children in certain respects and
are pitied by the society. Lalita realised that to make a difference to their lives she
needs to shed certain attitudes and absorb others. She thinks of ways to connect with
these children – playing with them, laughing, eating together, using signs to
communicate and bring a smile to their faces. She creates a little corner with them.
Chanda works as a supervisor in a factory that makes puzzle games. She delineated
what makes for a perfect puzzle set, the finish the product requires, and how she
makes the first sample that is then given to the workers for duplicating.
From this process emerged questions for further exploration, such as - What is the
role of rejection and appreciation at work? When do we acknowledge or hide faults?
How do we cope with challenges of a new assignment or tread uncharted territory?
The practitioners reflected upon the outcomes of their research. They expressed that
these young women who enter the world of work, beyond the confines of their
homes, acquire a new set of experiences and skills. Each one’s trajectory or entry into
a work line is unique in some ways. They become independent as they travel on their
own, and may come home late in the evenings. They work in mixed groups, and
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expand their social networks. They have to negotiate issues of salary payments and
leave, deal with eve-teasing and harassment at work. They have a social life of their
own, such as going for a film or a party, without someone from their family. They have
channels for sharing information related to job opportunities. They are driven by
aspirations for a better future and strive to upgrade their skills. They felt that young
women venturing to work acquire an identity, become more self reliant, and their
expectations from themselves as well as their family change. These young women
are redefining the roles and lives of young women in our society. As one of them
expressed, “By speaking to them we have got an idea about the possibilities open to
us and what lies ahead if we choose to work in a given context.”
A set of pocketbook titled, ‘Dilliwali’ have been developed based on the writings of
practitioners, on the new professions that are emerging in the city and the
experiences of working in them.
Enhancing skills
Beauty parlors have emerged as a popular career option for young women. A
workshop was organized to give practitioners an opportunity to explore the different
facets of the beauty parlors and to learn and refine the skills involved. Three young
women from the locality with expertise in this area were invited as resource persons
for this workshop that included both regular practitioners as well as those more
loosely associated with the collective. At the workshop, they learnt about not just the
different techniques for hair styling, facials, and make-up but also about the different
features of this work from the resource persons.
One of the resource persons shared with them her initiation into this work, her
apprenticeship at a beauty parlor and finally her decision to start a parlor at her home
and also operate as visiting beautician. She shared that her work had earned her
recognition in her neighborhood. The practitioners have undertaken a research on
the beauty parlors in and around the area as possible work option for young women.
They wrote texts: “on visiting the parlor for the first time”, “setting up a parlor”, “nobody
came to the parlor today”, “accompanying a friend to the parlor”, “what people think
of the neighborhood parlor.”
The practitioners invited their mothers, as well as other women in the neighborhood
for beauty treatment at the temporary parlor. This became an occasion for sharing
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the perspectives and practices of the young women’s collective with the women. We
could also understand how they perceive changing trends related to young women,
particularly their venturing out to work. When asked what they thought of young
women going out to work, many of them were positive and felt that it made them
self-reliant, they are not dependent on others for fulfilling their desires, it broadens
their outlook, gives them the confidence to confront situations after marriage where
husbands may try to dominate and show their power, and in today’s time it was
critical that women earn. Their responses showed that they are affirmative and
supportive of the engagement of their daughters in the collective and realize the
importance of education and skill building in their lives.
The mobile phone in the life of young women
Mobile phones have been embraced by people across the city, including working
class settlements. The role of the mobile phone in the life of young women was the
subject of this exploration. How do the young women in the locality relate to mobile
technology? How does the context and texture of young women's lives affect their
engagement with mobile phones? How do they create and express the social
identities through the use of mobile phones? What symbolism and significance do
the young women give to mobile phones? What are the social networks they sustain
and enhance through the use of mobile technology?
To begin with, practitioners drew maps depicting their mobile usage - the frequency
of calls, the people they call, the time of the day and where, the locations they use to
make phone calls, the functions of mobile they use. They took photographs of women
using mobiles and also recorded their conversation with them regarding mobile
usage. For many, it was the first time that they had this kind of technology in their
hands.
We usually get the old, retired phones, whereas our brothers get the newest, latest
models. We learn how to use of the, through trial and error, from our friends, brothers
or classmates. If we have a mobile phone, we call in case of emergency, we listen to
music and we dance to it, we record videos and take photos of ourselves and friends,
we talk to our far away relatives, but most of all we stay in touch with our boyfriends.
We find secret spaces in order to talk with our friends, we hide under our blankets,
we call in the bathroom with the tap running, and we keep our mobile phones in
our secret pockets or wrap it in our dupatta (long scarf). A mobile phone is for safety,
and useful for emergencies, but it can cause fights too. It brings bad news and it
brings good news.
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What kind of comments do they get to hear when they use a mobile? – “She must be
talking with their boyfriend”, Why does she need a mobile phone for? “Girls are getting
spoiled.” “Look at her aimlessly rattling, babbling, talking, with the mobile glued to
her ears.” “What does she think of herself? What are you trying to prove?” “You smart
chick, come and spent evening with me?’’. The comments reflected the attitudes in
society towards women.
During the different sessions various anecdotes were highlighted and then
elaborated that particular anecdote in a more in-depth story. Their personal stories
described how they got to have a mobile phone for work purposes, for security
reasons and to stay in touch with their relations and relatives. They were aware that
the communication practices they describe in their stories give them a form of
independence and freedom; something which is very hard for them to obtain. These
stories describe how they invent creative methods to participate in their own sociotechnical systems, in challenging repressive and male dominated environments. Their
situation is similar to many other young women of their age. By sharing stories with
each other, the young women have re-articulated their relation to mobile
technologies and social interactions.
The practice of exploring how young women construct their social identity through
the use of mobile phones, creating new socio-technical systems, was shared through
an event organized in the community. A mobile installation presented the stories
written by the practitioners. Approximately sixteen stories were converted into audio
stories and uploaded to discarded mobile phones. They were recorded in various
formats, ranging from messaging, radio plays, monologues, narratives and dialogues.
The exhibition provided a context to each story through visualizations and short texts.
Visitors could pick up a phone and listen to the recorded story. While listening to a
story on the mobile phone, a sense of intimacy emerged; it was as if someone had
shared her personal story especially with the listener.
The stories on the use of mobile by young women were developed as a mini comic.
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CYBERMOHALLA
Age Group

Number of
Collectives

Young People in
Collectives

Outreach

14 to 24 years

4

120

250

The aim of this program is to involve young people in working class settlements with
meaningful projects involving technology and the democratization of urban spaces.
Productions
Practitioners of Cybermohalla engaged in individual research projects that aim to
culminate in full length books. One such project reached its culmination in the form
of Dastak a book published by Vani Prakashan, a leading Indian publisher of Hindi
books and written by Yashoda Singh (Cybermohalla practitioner), in collaboration
with Uday Prakash,a seasoned and celebrated author in Hindi.
The book is about Haseena Khala (aunt), who lives in the same neighbourhood as
Yashoda’s – Lok Nayak Jaiprakash colony, a working class settlement in the heart of
Delhi. It is a human habitat that has grown and grown over the last 30 years, under
the eyes, ears, hands and heart of Haseena Khala. It may be difficult to find someone
in the locality whose life Haseena has not touched. Both Haseena through her
experience and Yashoda, through her words, evoke the beauty of a time gone by and
the joy that little mundane things can provide – seeing the extraordinary in the
ordinary. They seem to be perfectly attuned to each other. Haseena’s joyous, open
heart pours forth through Yashoda’s equally joyous, eloquent pen moving with “free,
innocent curiosity.”
‘Dastak’, is the free expression of a writer, rising from the so-called margins of society
and not from an academic-literary world. It has defied being categorized. Critics have
found it difficult to park it in the shelves of any of these genres, be it fiction, reportage,
memoirs, essay, character-sketch, diary, biography, social-science or whatever. As her
mentor in this endeavor, writer Uday Prakash says, “Yashoda has woven together
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many of these genres and yet moved beyond them.” But
if literature is the expression of deeper, nuanced
sensibilities of the soul and the poetry of life through
words and phrases that are a perfect fit to them, then
‘Dastak’ is truly a piece of creative art.
‘Cybermohalla Hub’ book has been published by
Sternberg Press, Berlin. The book has contributions from
the Cybermohalla Ensemble. It has been produced in a
year-long process. Cybermohalla Ensemble produced a
series of speculations about the Hub through writings and
image-texts, which were sent for response and
elaboration to architects, writers, urbanists, poets,
cartographers, artists, philosophers who have been in
engagement with the group and/or the Hub over the
years. The book head Nikolaus Hirsch, Michel Muller, and thirty authors from Delhi,
Bangalore, Mumbai, Guangzhou, Dhaka, New York, Paris, Brussels, Vienna, Hamburg,
Istanbul, Zagreb, London, Frankfurt, and more.
Delhi Listening Group
The Mohalla Media Labs set up the Delhi Listening Group in collaboration with
Sydney based Phonebox Productions. The perspective of the group evolved through
intensive discourse.
Shared listening is the practice of collectively listening to the city, to many people
and places; doing the same in solitude and then listening to each other’s narratives
emerging from individual listening practices. The Delhi Listening Group 'mehfil'
provides each one a collective space where ideas, processes and texts are carefully
listened to and met generously with thoughtful questions. Polyphony of listening
positions in the group helps each to develop a more flexible ear. Social ecologies of
listening are in transition. Spaces and practices of shared listening (the cinema, the
street, the market, the bus) are vying for space with the apparatus of individual
attention economies and emerging mores of containment and control (the
earphones, the mall, the metro). Urban subjectivities are shape-shifting in the uneven
fabric that global modernity weaves across new and changing city spaces. We seek
to create new opportunities for shared listening.
The question of how to write through the practice of listening, rather than simply
writing 'about' listening and sound has been an ongoing interest. We take the
physical work of listening and organising ones attention as a starting point for
composition; and experiment with durational and situated writing in different parts
of the city. Everyone listens differently. Writing-listening is a form of sound recording
which allows us to highlight the specific experience of different listeners which is
always a selective and site specific meaning making process.
The practices that were explored through writing include investigations into: How
sounds structure everyday time Expert listening and sounding practices associated
with specific forms of skilled manual work. Sonic relationships within and around
domestic space. Articulating shared listening experience sounding out public
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transport and market spaces Descriptive scores of practical listening exercises
Graphical notations of everyday listening. Structures platforms and networks for
listening Sounds of teaching and learning
The Delhi Listening group undertook two projects. Listeners at work is a playful and
serious reflection on the work of listening in which we announce the work we are
doing in a way that invites others to join and turn a fresh ear to a familiar sonic space.
The ways in which different kinds of everyday work involve specialised listening skills
were also explored.
Rik-Shor - A play on ’riksha’, the well known three wheeled cycle transport found all
over India, and ’shor’, the Hindi word for ’noise’. Rikshor is a mobile structure for
intervening in existing networks to invite locality based listening. Rikshor is a
demountable sonic platform that can be deployed on any local standard cycle
rikshaw and moved easily on public transport to other localities.
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3. Community Program
Number of
Localities

Number of
Households

Outreach

Number of Adults

Outreach

6

3000

750

250

1500

Building on the intellectual life of the locality
All programmes and related collectives used the locality and shared spaces in the
neighbourhood as the first audience for their creative works. These have been
described in the earlier sections of the report. The sites of the events organized by
the various collectives are chosen with a view to enhancing the existing shared spaces
of the community.
Recognizing the locality and the community as a learning resource draws individuals
into conversations. The community-based events have drawn individuals to also share
their thoughts, creative ideas and expressions. In many of the mehfils, story-telling
session’s people from the audience have very often been inspired to share their own
stories on the stage. People have appreciated the gumti, the reading corner and the
library in the bus – as these have given them an opportunity to re-connect with the
world of reading.
Building community resource to increase access to civic amenities
People in marginalized communities are confronted with several civic issues that
affect their everyday life. Documentation continues to be a bane for the residents of
these neighborhoods. Ration cards are crucial for access to public distribution
services. Benefits for girl child under the Ladli scheme, old age pension, accident
benefit are all dependent on the availability of proper documentation. The facilitators
were regularly called upon to intervene with authorities or to advise households on
how to apply for all these benefits. The efforts people to secure basic services are
supported through documentation, dialogues, information dissemination and
networking.
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Together with the community, letters were written to the educational authorities for
appointment of Urdu teachers, opening of another shift in the school. Hindi medium
government schools often discourage children from Muslim households to take
admission, directing them to Urdu medium schools, ignoring the expressed interest
of the child and parent. Ankur facilitators intervened on their behalf.
Ankur is a member of the Vidyalaya Kalyan Samitis (School Welfare Society) of the
local government schools .
About 120 families were provided information with respect to the enrollment
procedures and ladli schemes. About 50 families were helped in accessing ladli
scheme.
As an ongoing issue facilitators tracked how the community dealt with issues of
health and hygiene. Meetings were held in the community on the issues of Health
and Civic Services. The available health services in the localities were surveyed and
written about and shared with the community. The manner in which people dealt
with chronic illness was tracked and written about. Crucial moments of lapse in health
care have been identified and the reasons behind that have been identified.
Awareness sessions were conducted in the community on the theme of HIV/AIDS.
200 families were facilitated in getting their RSBY (National health insurance plan)
cards made. 120 people were helped in accessing heath care systems – for admissions
in hospitals, reaching hospitals on time in case of medical emergency, use of RSBY
card in hospitals, use of schemes for EWS.
About 350 people were supported in the biometric registration for Adhaar card. 250
people were helped with their queries regarding bank transaction, and many of them
were helped with their transactions with the bank. About 100 people were helped
with pension related matters. Letters were written to the authorities for maintenance
for neighbourhood park.
The issue of demolition has not come in the last few years in any of the localities Ankur
works in. As an area of study and engagement Ankur examined the introduction of
electronic tools for identity, especially the biometric registration undertaken for
UID/Aadhar scheme and social data base, in urban poor communities such as Sawda
- Ghevra. How do people in the locality read the new initiatives introduced by the
government? Does the biometric survey that uses technology impede or facilitate
their participation? Conversations with people showed that there was ambivalence
in their minds regarding the scheme - Is this yet another survey to which they are
being subjected to, without it making any real difference to their lives? How would
this single card solve all their problems? Would this be yet another card in the already
existing conglomerate of documentary proofs of their identity as residents of the
city? Does it add to their citizenship, make their identity full proof or does it
accentuate their fragile identity? Does it mean surveillance for certain citizens?
Accounts based on interactions with several people in the community help
understand these questions.
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Addressing violence against women
The women of the community know that Ankur is a space where they can bring a
range of their concerns and seek advice and get support. During the last year about
45-50 women and/or their families approached Ankur to share and seek advice in
such cases of domestic violence, harassment in the community, school or public
spaces. In cases of domestic violence, the facilitators offered sympathetic listening;
intervened in the family if asked by the woman and spoke to the different parties be
it the husband or the mother-in-law. The women and her family was also provided
information regarding crisis intervention centres of fellow ngos or the gender
resource centre for further action and legal remedies.
In the aftermath of the Delhi Gang Rape case, small group discussions as well as group
meetings were held on the issue of violence against women with about 350-400
women and with about 100 men. During these interactions they not only articulated
their reaction to the episode but also shared their own experiences. These processes
broke the silence around violence that is so typical, and brought into deliberation
the different ways in which women face violence, the reasons for it, and what could
possibly be done to reduce the incidences.
Ankur also collaborated with other organizations working in the community to raise
awareness about the issue of violence against women. About 250 - 300 women and
young girls participated in about 5 rallies highlighting the issue in the community.
The practitioners of young women’s collective and the club are also engaged in
dialogue around the issue. They are also in the process of documenting their own as
well as the stories of other women.
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4. Contribution to Critical Pedagogy

SCHOOL INTERVENTION PROGRAM
Number of
Schools

Number of
Classes

Number of
Children

Outreach Number of
Teachers

Outreach

6

18

900

1800

52

18

Since the last five years, Ankur has intervened on six schools, namely- MCD School,
Block-7 Kalyanpuri; MCD School, Patparganj; MCD School, L-Block, Sunder Nagri; MCD
School, No. 3 Block JKL, Sec-05, Dr Ambedkar Nagar; MCD School, 64 Khamba,
Turkman Road; MCD School, B-Block, Sawda Ghevra.
In this year facilitators from Ankur worked with teachers of classes 3, 4 and 5 –
participating in each class on separate days. The classroom transactions aimed to
enhance students’ Hindi language practices in listening/speaking, reading and writing.
This year the writing practices were linked to listening by setting up relays of listeners
who would write up what they would read. Stories from the texts were performed as
plays, enabling students to get a firmer grasp of the characters and the narrative.
Origami was also used to create images from the books. Students were encouraged
to create word puzzles. Family albums were brought to class, to share stories.
The structure of the classroom was played with to enable children to move beyond
the existing partners brought upon by the traditional rows and columns in which
desks are organized. Cafeteria seating, round table seating, sitting randomly on the
floor was encouraged.
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To demonstrate the infinite possibilities of the classroom, the facilitators along with
the teachers ran the classroom on different days as a listening space, as a reading
space, as a writing space, as an acting space, as a storytelling space, as an exhibition
space etc. Each individual identity of the class room was a big success.
Along with the teachers the facilitators explored how the teacher’s role in the class
room is impacted if the identity of a discussant and editor is taken on rather than that
of an imparter of knowledge and a corrector of mistakes.
Facilitators undertook a research project to excavate, create and organize resources
for teachers around the texts in the prescribed Hindi language school textbook.
Resources around each lesson include: other stories, poems and songs, family albums,
newspaper clippings, story boards, films, scenes from films, theme based
photography.
Most private schools have not been very responsive when called upon to implement
inclusion of economically weaker sections (EWS) to the extent of 25% of all admission.
They raise many procedural issues. Ankur is a member of the Advisory Group of the
R S Junior Modern School for the inclusion of EWS students. Ankur’s perspective has
been to stress that the mandate of the RTE Act should be seen as an opportunity to
create diversity in the school that will lead to enrichment of all by the sharing of
resources and networks that children from different contexts uniquely bring to the
classroom. There is a need to adopt pedagogical practices that promote the growth
of all children, in a spirit of equality.

COLLABORATIONS IN RESEARCH AND INTERVENTIONS

A session was held in the Department of Social Work, Delhi University on the
implications of a book like ‘Dastak’ for teaching and practice of social work. The
writings of practitioners of different programs were used in many presentations on
education and social concerns, and to illustrate our pedagogical practice.
Discussions were held with Phonebox, a multidisciplinary team working on sound
and listening and which has forged an international reputation for large scale sound-
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sculpture installations, environmental public artworks, museum inter-actives and new
media projects. There was an exchange of experiences of using urban spaces for
cultural and creative purposes, and the role of arts, architecture, media and new
media in urban transformation and activism. The activities of Cybermoholla on
listening practices are in collaboration with Phonebox.
Meetings were held with faculty from the School of Design, Gothenburg University
who are working on a community art programme called ‘Child, culture and design spaces for and by children.’ The objective of the programme is to build the intellectual
life of the community by activating shared spaces in the community so people can
have unstructured, friendly encounters. As these sites exist in all localities the point
of the programme would be to activate and lend further impetus to these sites,
seeking to evoke intellectual responses amongst the individuals who come to these
spaces.
Community art projects can also be visualized in terms of mobile forms of art that
circulate in the community arousing curiosity and interest amongst individuals’
inviting them to participate in the practice of reflecting on their lives and sharing
their narratives, which will enrich themselves and others in the process.
In a school context community art projects would serve a two fold purpose of serving
as a rich form of collective learning for the group directly involved in the community
art project and enhancing the learning atmosphere of the whole school community.
Community art projects being collective endeavours, school teachers would need to
re-orient their approach and taken on the role of facilitator and co-traveller rather
than that of the master explicator.
In collaboration with Pollinize, an international research initiative, a mobile installation
was designed exhibiting the creative expressions of the practitioners of the Young
Women’s Collective of their relationship with mobile technology. With the
practitioners of the Library the issue of “Water as a Resource” was also researched, in
which an intern from the University of Groningen in medical sociology, was also
involved.
A research scholar in educational science from University of Berlin interacted with
the club around the theme “Writing Makes us Happy”- building self confidence by
using story writing pedagogy. She wrote, “I find that story writing is a beneficial
pedagogical approach when it comes to teaching children. They learn to express
themselves and develop more self-confidence during the writing process. Observing
the work at the Ankur club it became clear to me that such a pedagogy respects what
students are at first capable of and students must be provided with reasons and
purposes for learning in this new way. Most importantly, the club implies ‘a pedagogy
that establishes a supportive environment in which students are acknowledged as
writers, encouraged to take risks, and engaged in creating meaning’ (Zamel 1987:
697).”
Ankur guided the research study undertaken by social work student trainee on the
theme of “Roadblocks to Higher Education of Girls in Urban Slums”. The study tried
to the aspirations and social worlds of young women to understand the factors that
prevent them from pursuing higher education.
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A PhD scholar from Tata Institute of Social Sciences visited Ankur to understand the
establishment of Dakshinpuri in 1970s- the socio-political reasons behind it's
emergence, what all services has government offered to them, and related issues.
A ten-member team from Yugantar working with Muslim youth in Hyderabad visited
Ankur for a sharing of strategies of working with youth especially in the areas of skill
development, and use of technology.
At the preparatory meeting for an international conference, the club practitioners
shared their research and writings on neighbourhood, with youth groups from
different parts of the county.
A Collaboration with South Asia Forum for Education Development (SAFED)/Idara-eTaleem-o-Aagahi (ITA) of Pakistan. As part of a joint initiative, collectives of young
women writers in Lahore and Delhi have been engaged in a collaborative practice of
writing and sharing their writing with each other and across borders. Groups of
writers (25 young women in all) traveled to each other’s cities over the course of the
project, developed new friendships and a familiarity with new places in the two cities
and the path that joins them. Through this period individual travel diaries have been
created that capture emotions, thoughts and even fleeting glimpses of human beings
engaged in the daily business of life. These writings are being presented in book
format entitled: Strange yet familiar: Travel Diaries of Young Women Writers from
Lahore and Delhi.
A team held bi-weekly sessions on writing practices with 45 to 50 students of PGDAV
College and Miranda House of Delhi University for three months.
One of the practitioners worked with about 15-20 young people, 12-18 years old
associated with Anubhuti, an NGO working in villages of Aligarh district of Uttar
Pradesh state.
Ankur participated in "Digital Deliberations", a one-day workshop on digitization of
identity (with focus on the UID) and its impact on homeless masses, organized by
National Institute of Advanced Studies (NIAS), Bangalore and Centre for the Study of
Culture and Society (CSCS) in Bangalore.
Ankur’s presentation was entitled: The Uncertain Residents of the City and UID. The
presentation focused on how people in marginalized urban neighborhoods
experience the pre - demolition survey conducted by authorities, to assess their
eligibility to get a plot? How do people who have documents that testify to their
eligibility to get a plot, but were declared ‘NDS’, ‘Locked’ or ‘P-98’ i.e. post 98 (till 2010,
as per policy the cut-off date for determining eligibility was 31.12.1998), negotiate
their entitlement at various levels? The presentation brought into focus narratives
from the settlements and the issues that emerge from them.
Ankur participated in the National Convention on “Universalizing Healthcare for All”,
organised by Jan Swasthya Abhiyan, for the provision of health care services –
including provision of all essential medicines -- for the people of the country. The
convention brought together 200 delegates from different parts of the country,
representing organisations and movements working in the health sector, trade
unions, women’s organisations, the Right to Food Movement, the Access to Medicines
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Movement and PLHIV Networks.
Ankur participated in a public discourse on ‘Children in conflict with law’ under the
Juvenile Justice Act, 2000" to deepen understanding on how to ensure justice for all.
The deliberations were held in the context of a debate raging across the country on
the need to lower the age of juvenility from 18 to 16 years under the Juvenile Justice
Act. Participants included people from the National Commission for Protection of
Child Rights, UNICEF, NIMHANS, and prominent academicians and activists.
Ankur participated in a seminar on the theme: "Between Silence and Violence is there
Active Nonviolence?” organized by the South Asia Peace Alliance.
As a research project, the issue of “Water” was taken up. They interviewed women
about their water usage water related health problems, they wrote about water affect
to routines and their experiences, interviewed some local doctors and brought water
from various water sources, to actually test the water. They walked around in the
locality in order to see water points - a pole, bad road and spilled water are typical to
the water tanker points.
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In conclusion

The children and young people associated with our interventions continue to be
Ankur’s greatest source of strength in the community. Over the years the community
has sent its children to participate in different activities and has developed high levels
of hope and expectation from them, stemming from an appreciation of their inherent
abilities. The practices of the children as demonstrated in the circulation of their
creative works, in their interaction with the community and their locality-based
events have led to a recognition of their latent abilities and potential by the
community as a whole and not just their parents. The quantity, variety and quality of
their creative expressions have led to a change in the attitude of teachers in the
school. They recognize that the students have a lot to share, and they are eager to do
so if their expressions are listened to, nurtured by the teachers and appreciated and
challenged by their peers.
Ankur is striving to increase the visibility of the intervention by further publication
and dissemination of the creative works and theoretical lessons emerging from the
intervention. This will help consolidate the value of the collectives. Ankur’s
engagement with the community across a wide spectrum of practices and issues has
enabled it to collaborate with many institutions, organizations and initiatives
concerning the urban poor in particular and the marginalised in general.

